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Rajagopalachari who was the first
Governor-General of India. Rajaji says
flatly that Valluvar, who is believed by
historians to have lived in the 2nd Century
AD was not a Jain as commonly thought
but a Hindu. Certainly in the Kural
Thiruvalluvar expatiates not only on
moral"-principles but also on a~riculture,
statecr~ft, household duties and even
carnal romance.

'FOREWORD
BY THE EDITOR
\
I

J.

When Periasamy Neelapithamberan
Govender thrust upon me the task of
editing this slender volume, I agreed with
alacrity despite other pressing heavy
duties. Of course it is an honour. But
really old friendship and family
connections were persuaders. Above all it
is an opportu'nity to assist PN to use the
centenary of his grandfather's arrival in
• Natal as a peg upon which to hand · a
fascinating festoon of vignettes of our
culture.

It is believed that he was a contemporary
of Avvai, the poet-saint who eighteen
hundred years ago sang beautiful songs in
praise of God. She also gave us the
Aaatthi Chodi and··the Woolaganeethee.
The first aphorism is:

Aram Seyya Virrumbu which means "Try
to be charitable".

Dr Govender and hisJittle band of helpers
spent many hours collecting material
which it has been my privilege to put
together. It will be noted that whilst our
principal actor Venkatapathy Vathiar is
long since dead, much of the material
relates to his own predilictions. ·That is the
reason ( or the abundance of material of
the culture of South India which he and ·
his colleagues brought here.

There is a delightful story about
Avvaiyyar, she having been given the
male suffix because of her greatness. She
had had a long and tiring day, singing her
religious songs. And she sat on the
platform in front of a Hindu Temple. Exhausted, she fell into a deeP. sleep.
But Avvai was rudely awakened by 'some
outraged villagers. "How dare you sleep
with feet pointed at the Lord?" they
scolded. The wise old lady was unruffled.
Calmly, she said: "Just show me where
there is no God, and I will point my feet in
that direction."

Yet such is the intertwining of Indian
culture that the influences of both North
and South India are inextricably
synthesised.
In the
Bhagavad Gita Lord Krishna says:

"Work which is regulated
And which is per/ormed
Without attachment, love or hatred
And with no desire for f ruitive results
: /s said to be in the Mode of Goodness. "

Which illustrates the quintessence of the
Hindu religion. Unlike the other great
religions of the world, Hinduism had. no
single source. The Bhagavad Gita and the
Kural and the Periapuranam and the
Patthu Paattu and the Ramayan and the
Mahabharat and · the Thevaram are
literary gems drawn from the Hindu
religion, not in any way its font.

And Thiruvalluvar has this to say in the
Kural:-

"As one by one you detach yourselffrom
the things of the world, you are saved
from pain in respect of it. That will help
you to free yourself from other
attachments. Let attachment to the Lord
be your one attachment. "

Hinduism has been described as an
agglomeration of religious beliefs. If you
stop a bit and · objectively analyse with
your intellect, you will identify the diverse
layers that form our religious practices.

The above quotation ·is from the
translation of Kural by Chakravarti

In the worship of Agni, (Fire) the giver of
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light and heat and its local source Surya,
(the Sun) there is pure animism. Then
there is a touch of manaism in using the
lingam and its other apparent
manifestations the putthu (the ant-heap)
the Naga, (snake) as symbols of Creation.
Also in the ,several forms of ancestorworship that still persist ·whereby the
living grant immortality to the departed.
You see, for so long we who remember
them do live, they do not die, for their
memory remains.

My wife brings this out effectively in her
contribution on how the Hindu sculptors
devised various physical images. All are
of the same God, in different
manifestations. Hindus believe that God
is formless, Eternal, Omniscient, AllPervading, All-Powerful. Neither male
nor female with some of both, as in the
Artha-Narishvara. This is vividly depicted
in the famous sculpted frieze at the
Brihasdeesvara Temple in Thanjavur,
India.

I am sure you have many times heard the
priests mention the munnutthi mukkodi
thevargal the three hundred and thirty
crores (3 300 000 000) gods. The reference
to the myriad of stars and planets in the
Universe is obvious. Our ancestors knew.
about astronomy centuries before
Copernicus. Likewise at another level, in
the 9th century, nine hundred years
before Charles Darwin, the great poetsaint Manikkavasagar alluded to the
Theory of Evolution in his beautiful song
poodai, puzhurai, moving to manitharai
and culminating in munivarai.
From bacterium right through to
godhood. And so theism overlaid earlier
beliefs. Polytheism and finally back to
what it always was : Monotheism. Each
being is an atman seeking re-absorption in
the paramatman.

A family quarrel between brothers led to
it, that's what. Coupled with a spirit of
adventure. Mr C. Kuppusami in his article
elsewhere in this booklet gives us a
glimpse into what drove this middle-class
and educated young ·man into girrmet ie.
the agreement ·of indentured. And the
young bride, quite innocent and ·oblivious
of the ways of the world, who obediently
accompanied him to Natal. Dr P.N.·
Govender, Ammakannoo's grandson tells
us something · about this lady, without
whom Vathiar could not have made the
impact he did. And ·the large family they
developed here .. Even ·if only that\
represented by the attenuated Family Tree
printed in the volume. The inclusion of all
the great-grandchildren was considered
but the list is rather long:

And ·even as within one family the father
may be addressed by different names, so
too God is seen from different angles.
While some years ago visiting my then
bride-to-be I was startled to hear her say
to· her father: Wungalukku tea venduma
da? How could one address one's father
as 'ada'?-1 thought. I later discovered that
whereas in my family all the children
called our father Appa in her family the
children differently addressed their father
as '' Appa, Daddy, Deddy, Didoi Doi,

Mr SL Govender writes of the Vaithiar's
connection with Newlands. And the
Narainsamy Temple, which still stands
there in all its grandeur, graces the inside
front cover of this booklet. If the Group
Areas Act was evil, the encircling of this
gracious Hindu edifice by non-Hindus
was as stupid as it was vicious. However,
thanks to the Moodley family, this temple
has survived. As has the Manning Road
Temple in Brickfield Road also thrust into
a "Coloured" area which also survived
thanks to the dedication of a small group
including our venerable West End
Soobramoney Pillay.
Rajen Mahabeer reminds us of the dictum
whereby it is demonstrated that one's first
god is the mother, who points to the
father, who takes us to the teacher who
tells us all about God. Thaiysott
maranthal vasagam illai there is no
happiness ·if you ignore your mother's
words. Thanthai sott mikka manthiram
illai ---prayer is of no value if you ignore
your father's words.

They were all educated in the Tamil or
Telegu languages. But many. others who
were not literate had learned· stories on
their parents' laps. They gained an
education in the oral tradition as indeed
those who had taught our literate pioneers
had acquired their own further education.
By oral recital, the history and· the
folklore and the legends and the traditions
had been passed down over many generations. And with it cultural _pursuits even if
mainly of the performing arts.
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The Mani Meghalai followed. The story
of Kovilan and Kannagi was the world's
first romantic novel, a story written in
straight prose. All others, whether in
Sanskrit or Greek or Latin were in poetic
verse-forms. By using his middle name
only P .N. sought anonymity. But the
editor's eagle eye caught him out.

The Vaithiar and my father Mariappa
Poovalingam Pillay as well as Mr K R
Nyna Naidoo known as Nondy Nynah
(because of a gamey leg) and Mr R
Balagooroo Chetty were contemporaries.
As were Mahalingam Padayachee and
Aboobaker and M L Sultan and Mr
K Ramsami Naidu and Mr P S Aiyer
and others. These Tamil-speaking
indentured immigrants made a
tremendous contribution to Natal's
culture. As did Mr Isipingo Ramsamy
Naidooand Mr Abbai Naidoo and Mr
Naynah Rajh who though of Telegu
background, did a great deal for the
fostering of the Tamil language.

Venkatapathy Vathiar's interests ranged
far wider than temples and sculpted
images. Our pioneers were better versed in
the Hindu religious beliefs and practices
and in music and dance and drama than
are we their descendants. Some of them
were educated in . Tamil or Telegu.
Venkatapathy Vathiar's parents were
zamindars. How then did he and his
young wife become victims of Natal's
recruiting agents~ known as the ''Coolie
catchers''?

As Swami Sahajananda of the Divine Life
Society says: "there is a godhood in every
person and · to the extent that that is
expanded by good deeds and by good
thoughts, the atman reaches out to rejoin
the paramatman.''

European language, Ilango Adikal had
written his novel the Silappadikaram?

Likewise my father, who was the younger
son what in India used to be known as a
Collector, that is, a Receiver of Revenue.
It appears that my father's sister-in-law
served him his food but forgot to place
nearby the mandatory mookolai of water.
The arrogant young man flung the food at
her. Then he took fright at what his father
and elder brother would say and ran away
from the home right into the recruiter's
arms.

Dada and Da. Similarly God the Father is
known by many names, and is vested with
many guises. It is the One God whom we
worship, whether Brahma, Saraswathi,
Siva, Krishna, Vishnu, Amman, Uma,
etc. Nataraja etc.

'

I-low sad that for reasons of ideological
politics, certain people within our community, by misusing positions of trust in
schools, indoctrinated many of our
children into defying and deliberately
disobeying their parents.

Among the oldest of these is the
therukuthu which, transliterated, means
the
it)teet dance. But as
Neelapithambaran says in his article, it is
more than that. The travelling actors went
from village to village, performing
dramas drawn mainly from mythology.
But also from literature.

At the southern end, our doyen of the
educated elite in South Indian community, Mr C. Kuppusami telis us something
of the Vathiar's contribution in the Wenthworth/Merebank
areas.
Venketapathy's interests were wide, and
not geographically parochial either.

How many people realise that long before
the first novel ever appeared in any

s

Prof. F Zangenberg raises the ever - present question of the survival of an ancient
culture transplanted into a new environment. The question is very pertinent and
there is no short answer. But of course accukuration has already led to certain
mutations. And perhaps the very absence
of a single source and the capacity, proven over centuries, to withstand powerful
shocks, augur well. A culture that survived the Islamic conquest and the vicious
and vindictive destruction wrought by the
fanatkal Aurungzeb has much life in ii.

outstanding singers in the classical mould,
does not argue as to whether the Sanskrit ·
word raga should be discarded for the
Tamil word pann. Nor does he delve into
the complexities of the two schools of
thought on Carnatic Music - - - those
of the 32 or the 72 melakartha disciplines.
The famous European violinist Yehudi
Menuhin once said that Indian classical
music is meditative and contemplative.
This is because it is derived from the very
earliest chanting in prayer. Sirkazi
Govindrajan sang thus: Geetham
Sungeetham Athanaal Sakalamu!Th
Vasiyam Wuyirvalarkum Wudalsillirkum
Geetham Sungeetham. "Music, lovely
music, it gives bodily ecstacy and enriches
the soul.''

Mr JP Chetty evokes welcome recollections of some of Vathiar's associates.
Swami Saradananda deals with the myths
legends and philosophy behind ·Hinduism
while Mr Jagadeesan Devar and ·Mrs Sarres Padayachee tell us of the practical
aspects of worship.

How very true. Classical music, listened
to without distraction will, I am sure,
reduce medical bills substantially. Our
forbears instinctively knew that. And so
while some of their less cultured fell ow
immigrants distilled cane spirit from
molasses and made their suttu thunnee,
Venkatapathy Vathiar and the others
while they may have played thunnee,
which, indentured immigrants invented,
they mainly concentrated on fostering
religion, education, music and dance ...

If you look at the Tamil calendar the
similarity to that of the Roman Catholics
will be striking. Every other day is a Holy
Day dedicated to some saint or deity.
How close they are? Holy Day is ancestor
to Holiday. No wonder Hindus and
Catholics have so much in common. In
his book "Cloister and the Hearth",
Charles Reade says that the lighting of
candles in Churches was a direct copy of
the lighting of agals in Hindu Temples.
And the burning of incense, sambrani,
was also borrowed from the Hindus.
Manessa Govender's charming elucidation of the delights of bharatanatyam are
evocative of the visual and auditory treat
this classical Indian dance povides. Contrary to popular belief, this dance - form
did not start with the treatise on the subject entitled Natya Sastra by Bharata.
After all, Siva in his guise as Nataraja
danced the Siva Tandavam which gave
rise to the creation of the Universe with its
billions of stars and planets. Bharata
merely codified the rules of the dance.

Anil Sukkul gives us a brief overview of
Hinduism. As I have remarked earlier,
Hinduism is a tremendous ·mixture. It is
highly eclectic and 'it is perhaps the only
truly democratic religion fo the world.
Although the lesser educated may engage
in brahmin - induced meaningless and
sometimes inexplicable rituals, the
educated such as the group of pioneers
mentioned above were neither restricted
nor stifled by doctrines and dogmas nor
by shibboleths.
But of course not all ritual is without
meaning. One of Durban's very few Buddhists, an artist, the late Mr M.R. Pillay
explained why we break the coconut and
light the camphor.

The excellent contribution by Prof
Poobalan i>illay on Carnatic Music is
highly educative. Unlfke some
musicologists in South India, this son of
the late R Muthu Pillay one of our most

The camphor symbolises agni: _ fire,
heat, warmth without which and ·without
6
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have beset him, to have made such
notable contributions to his people in so
many fields.

the water which is always used in prayer,
there can be no life.
And the coconut, even if the roots of the
palm stand ·in dirt, gives water that is absolutely pure, And its white kernel is also
pure. So when you break the coconut, you
are saying "Please God, no matter what
else, please help to purify my heart and
my mind.,,

The thought of Vathiar and his contemporaries and others like him battling for
existence, yet sublimating their own problems and giving far more than their due
to their community, - - - - - that is
truly humbling. While we figuratively
prostrate ourselves in salutation, that of
course will be useless unless we learn from
that to increase our own contribution,
whatever it is.

From what Dr P N Govender has told me,
his grandfather, though a great man, was
not a saint. Yet the godhood within him
must have developed to a remarkable
degree for him, in those days and despite
all the problems and obstacles that must

PAT POOVALINGAM
Editor

OUR MENTOR
by S.G.V. SUBBAN
President - United Dravidian Council of
South Africa
A learned man makes each land his own
And in every city he finds a home
His joy is joy of all the world he sees
Through his cherished lore he thus
perceives

S.G. V. SUBBAN

G U Pope,s translation of verses in the
"KurraP' contain words to this effect and
could well be an epitaph which may be
ascribed to a person of the stature of the
lare Shree Venkatapathy.

In the compilation of any record of
Indian contributions and achievements in
South Africa one cannot overlook the role
of this mentor. Evidence of his influence
lies enshrined in the many temples he was
associated with during his lifetime.

Indian languages, religion , customs and
traditions have over thousands of years
combined to give the world a distinguished and unique culture. The heritage lives
on inexorably in different parts of the
world through the vigorous efforts of
people like the "Vathiar" that the late
Shree Venkatapathy was.

This booklet is one way that the new
generations would get a glimpse of the
past and be urged to get involved in the
disciplines that enabled our survival and
sustenance, more so now when emerging
patterns are seen to be surrendering to
unpredictable probabilities.
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THEY CAME FROM INDIA
C.G. Henning
Curator Documentation Centre U .D. W.

There is always something very romantic
about the word "emigration". To many it
conjures up the thought of excitement,
adventure and exploring new areas.
However, the 19th century emigration
from India was a grim reality for a
minority of its citizens who emigrated for
one basic reason : to escape from poverty
and to seek a better life, with better prospects for themselves and their offspring.
For centuries the system of land distribution in India for peasant farmers had
degenerated to the stage where the rich
became richer and the poor became
poorer. In addition factors such as
drought, famine, floods and disease added to the plight of the peasantry. Further,
the British Colonial economic policy had
also upset the Indian apple-cart, the people were impoverished and local handicrafts and industries declined to the extent that local craftsmen found
themselves unemployed. To these people,
emigration offered some glimmer of hope
with its promise of fixed wages, accommodation, rations and medical care and in
addition, Natal even promised a piece of
land! (So were the promises which in the
main were dishonoured - Editor)

The emigration process in India was bard
and arduous. Some were taken many
kilometres to the nearest recruiting station
and thereafter the local recruiting agent
accompanied groups on foot to Madras.
During this period the emigrants were
harassed, often intimidated and
blackmailed, sometimes discouraged (for
example, "we will never see him again'\)
warned of the dangers of emigrating from
those who had never emigrated and at the
opposite end, stimulated to emigrate to a
distant Eldorado. The emigrants finaliy
reached Madras, where they possibly had
to wait a few more weeks for the next ship
to arrive which would carry them to an
unknown and distant land,
As the decades passed bigger and better
boats transported the emigrants to all corners of the world. Life on board ship was
certainly a new experience for the majority of the emigrants, many of whom, for
the first time in their lives, met (and ate
with) fellow compatriots from a variety of
castes and areas. Fortunately that there
were no shipwrecks to Natal.
When the new immigrants arrived in
Natal they discovered that their new

Indentured
Women Field
Workers
on a Natal
Sugar Farm

THEY CAME IN BOATS SUCH AS THESE...
Photos Courtesy of Old House Museum

THE COOLIES ARRIVE
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CANECUTTERS
BASKETWEA VERS

climate was "cooler" than Madras and
thereafter they were plunged into the
harsh realities of the system of indenture
or contract labour. From the boa_ts they
were taken to local Barracks in Durban
where they were initially accommodated
to employers (usually on Sugar Cane
plantations) by the Protector of
Immigrants :

owners soon disregarded the conditions of
their contract and submitted their new
charges to irregularities of nearly every
kind. The new Indian settlers found that
they were subject to discrimination and
while welcome as labourers (during their
period of indenture), they were
"unwelcome as settlers and competitors".

It is difficult to relate in this short space
subsequent events in terms of individual
immigrants to Natal. Most of them were
law-abiding, hard-working citizens. Some
lived frugally, saved their money and by
means of their industrious habits, were
able to establish themselves as small
farmers or in other occupations once their
initial period of five years of indenture
was over. The hardy survived and succeeded, but often at great personal
sacrifice. Natal was a British Colony and
although there existed a mass of legislation to protect these new British citizens
from the East, in practice, the plantation

Despite all the obstacles, the new Indian ·
citizens by means of their courage, fortitude and perserverance, and despite the
trials and tribulations to which they were
subjected, made headway. They survived
and succeeded in becoming a vibrant ~nd
pulsating force in the history of South
Africa.
Into the latter group we can with pride include the young couple, Mr & Mrs
Venkatapathy & Ammakanoo Srinivasa)
who emigrated from Madras on the S.S.
Pongola on 01.:10:1890, arriving in
Durban on 24: 10: 1890.
10
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THE PATRIARCH
-

MY PERSPECTIVE

This is the story of Shri Venkatapathy
Vathiar; this is the story of my grandfather. It is the story seen through the partisan eyes of a grandson. it is an intimate
story lovingly told.

clients. He would, when he chose wear
'
wooden slippers. His only piece of adornment was a pair of gold earrings or
Kadakai.
His out-of-the-house attire was either cotton or cream silk shirts; military serge
trousers, blue serge coat and a crimson
turban with fine white stripes. He carried
a Zobo time piece of silver in his upper
coat pocket carefully fastened to a silver
ornamental watch chain secured to the
lapel of his coat. He had a selection of
walking sticks from ebony to red teak and
silver tipped Indian cane.

My earliest recollection of "thaatha" is
when I was about four years old. My
cousin and closest compani_on
Seetharamen fell into a coma and died
within hours. Perhaps the shock of my
first realisation of death and loss etched
this experience so vividly in my mind. But
more than that it was the realisation that
my grandfather had handed me over in
"adoption" to my Aunt to console her
over the loss of her own son, that the first
encounter with the Patriarch makes such
a permanent picture in my mind.

He smoked Chiroots and peppered his
nose with discrete whiffs of snuff. He carried his chiroots six at a time in a flat
.ivory box and his snuff in an egg-shaped
black palm-shell (Panam Kotay) with
both ends reinforced with silver plates.
The opening in the broader end of the
"egg" was plugged with a cane stopper.

My grandfather, Venkatapathy Vathiar
was already in his seventieth year when his
presence was making mental waves in my
little head,. He was always majestic with
an imposing white moustache softening
an otherwise imperious countenance and
a strong prominent chin, counterbalancing an aquiline characterful nose.
His hair was shaven from ear to ear across
the scalp, extending across an already
prominent forehead midway up the
vertex. The rear was neatly bundled into a
knot or Kudumi. For a South Indian he
was light of colour with pale brown eyes
nestling below hawklike folds of the upper eyelids.

He was erect, robustand a spritely octogenerian even as he neared the end of
his day at 87 years of age. He walked between 3 to S miles daily and cultivated the
field around the house. We never lacked
for fruit and vegetables. He hd a passion
for trees and surrounded himself with
trees mainly indigenous to India, especially syringa, camels foot, sandal wood,
roses, thulsie, sabja, oleander, tea-bush,
sugar-cane, fig, mango, peach, citrus and
guava. Seasonally, these yielded sufficient
wood for fire especially in the winter
months.

At home his clothing was always white
cotton, ,and in the manner of Madras with
shirt overhangng his pants. A cotton
shawl or 'vesti' completed his attire. He
never wore animal skin shoes and forbade
these in the house. Everyone had to
remove one's shoes at the threshold, and
this included visitors and patients and

All my memories of my grandfather are
of Wentworth. We lived in the low-lying
tidal plains of the Bay. We were remote
from Bayside, where homes had to be
raised to allow the rise and fall of the dai12
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given sparingly. As late afternoon drew
we would be lined out and given a virtual
communal bath for very often several
neighbours' children were caught in the
horrendous net or dragged in by their
parents.

ly tidal plane. But in the heavy rainy
season we were not spared to the extent
that our homes also rested on concrete
blocks 1 1/2 - 2 feet above ground with
most houses having three and five steps
from ground to verandah. When it rained
we had to march with grandfather into
the wet to clear the numerous drains he
had laid around the house to lead the
water away.

We were then given a dessert spoonful of
kassiam each. This was a prepration made
from burnt rice and other ingredients that
gave a taste that was indescribably bitter.
That evening, those of us who had the
energy sat for a rather sumptuous meal.
Invariably, however, too exhausted we
just lapsed into slumber.

One of the most exhilarating experiences
for us young ones was to come into the
garage-cum-shed wet and shivering, and
be given a hot bath followed by a comforting c~p of coffee. On these occasions my
grandfather would then bring out jack
fruit seeds, clusters of garlic or dried
monkey nut in shell or dried mealie and
roast these in hot ash for us to eat. He had
a list of dishes he relished and would
supervise the preparation himself. His
favourite was fried garlic. He would shell
garlic and have these toasted in butter and
served with white onion rings rinsed in hot
~ater; he would also steam shelled garlic
m grated coconut; another favourite was
sweet potatoes mixed with grated
coconuts and almonds served as woorundai; which are round cookies.

Whilst the first was. an. assault on the internal environment ·of the anatomy; the
second was on the external body physique.
Amavasae (New Moon) was a special day
of cleaning and fasting. Early on such
mornings old Grandfather would lay out
the ritual. Laurel paraffin tins would be
filled with water set to boil on the outside
hearth. Towels and clean apparel would
be laid. The outside bed would be set out
and brass kinnum (shallow bowls) would
be filled with neelu yena (sweet oil). We
would be stripped naked and our bodies
would be. anointed copiously with sweet
oil. Every joint and muscle would be
manipulated and massaged; our arms
pulled, necks stretched, ears tweaked. We
bore this with heroic fortitude for the
much-feared climax was close at hand. He
would raise the beaked kinnum and with
steady hands hold up our ear lobes and
pour into the ear and then open up our
~gh~ shut eyelids and pour into each eye
m deft quick succession enough oil to get
the· whole around us consumed by howling bits of humanity. We were then sent
off to bathe ourselves, submit ourselves to
prayer and a day of fasting. This ritual
came to a merciful end as each of us in
turn grew to school going age and took
ourselves extra early to school on such
days.

There were unpleasant occasions too.
Two stand out clearly. The first is the
p~rging ritual. Here on a black Sunday,
wtthout notice he would line up the twenty odd children in the household and force
down our throats a most unpleasant concoction called 'Sithathi Yennai'. A teaspoonful of this caused a day long eructation and purgation thar left the victim
sprawled exhausted by four in the afternoon. As the victims would concur castor
oil purgation bore no comparison' to this
assault. As the two toilets were never adequate, a long trench would be dug along
the somewhat private green verge for us to
go a dunging!
A large pot of russum was given to us on
demand or forced down out throats
anyway. Some rice cooked very soft was

With the exception of corporal punish-
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ment from all· and sundry of the older
brigade life was full though frugal.

PRAYER & WORSHIP
Prayer and worship was a diurnal ritual.
The temple stood on the northern side of
the house. Some 20 metres in front was a
natural spring walled off with concrete
pipes. This water was for ritual use as tap
water was forbidden for that purpose.
Our daily ·.prayer, morning and evening
constituted meditation, chanting mantras
with prayer beads (japa malai), yoga,
singing, abishagam (bathing the deities yes on a daily basis), arjanai and
arathanai, pradakshina or circumabulation x 9 and prostration. All of this took
anything up to two hours before dashing
off to school - a daily run of three miles
to school was the athletic start to the day.

sticky treacle. The remainder would be
shred to fine pieces with a large pair of
scissors. This would then be toasted crisp.
The toasted pieces would be transferred to
the coconut shell which will be held between his two soles and toes and steadily
ground to a- fine powder. He would then
take mineral lime (as used with betal
leaves) and shape it into the form of a 50
cent piece and immerse it in buffalo ghee
and get it to the boil. He would empty the
contents into the readily prepared powder
and resume grinding until a smooth
powder' was obtained, when rose water
would be added for aroma and further
ground. These were days on which we
could expect, candy (kalkoondu); kadalai
(fried gram) and sweets for being in atten··dance.
Moong dhall (green variety) will be
ground to a paste and immersed in water
and left to stand over night. The turban
will be left to soak in this solution over
several days. During _the course of this
period he will examine the turban and
have us beat it with a flat piece of plank
on a wooden board. The reward for this
was special moong preparations: toasted
cracked moong in candy and avail (beaten
rice) or toasted moong in vermicelli or
semolina.

In the evenings the many lamps had to be
lit, evening hymns sung; more meditation
and yoga before we adjourned to our
books. At 7 pm we would partake of the
daily offerings of fruit, sweetmeat and
milk from the temple. Supper for those
who did not succumb to sleep was at 9 .45
pm when the Hulettes sugar mill in
Rossburgh set off its siren.
There were some interesting diversions interpersed between the rigors of a disciplined growing up. These diversions, of
course, centred around grandfather.
Tobacco was ground to his own formula.
For utensils he had a special frying pan, a
large coco-nut shell and a short handled
stick with a rounded knob at one end.

Once he was satisfied, the turban would
be passed on for the usual washing and
hanging up for drying in semi-shade to
preserve the colour. He would never don a
turban once it had lost its ·radiant crimson
richness.

The preparation of the ingredients was
meticulous. His pre-selected leaves of
tobacco would have been made ready over
several days by going through a process of
curing with molasses or treacle and rose
water. The leaves would then be destemmed and flattened out. Some choice
segments will be selected for making
chiroots which was a simple enough matter. Strips of longitudinally cut tobacco
will be placed on an open segment, firmly
rolled and the edges stuck together with

Ayurvedic Medicine
Grandfather Venkatapathy Vathiar was
tained in the art of healing by his paternal
uncle. Himself fully versed in Ayurvedic
medicine. The teaching started at an early
age and by the time he emigrated to Natal
he was fully conversant with the holistic
principles of this form of healing.
There were volumes of books both in
Tamil and Sanskrit covering what in
allopathic medicine would include phar14

macopoeia, botany, zoology, chemistry
and physical sciene. ·The botanical treatise
I remember quite vividly. This book had a
Tamil Text and on the opposing page line
drawings of the plant and below this leaf,
flower, fruit and root forms and very
often the stripping pattern of the bark. In
between these two pages was a fine
transparent tissue paper. Curiously the
zoological counterpart was treated less
meticulously. Again, sketches were pencil
lines of birds, animals, insects and reptiles. Here a picture of the. active.
(medicinally speaking) component would
be graphically represented.

modern medicine has not gone far enough
in harnessing man's spirituality as a healing tool, and it is the belief of many experts that it is losing ground as a result to
traditional forms of healing.
_Of course, how permanent the healing
was one was not able to say. However, all
said and done it is the writer's belief that
scientific medicine has no fear when it
comes to management of deep seated
organic illness. Why then does it fall flat
when dealing with the terminally or
chronically ill.
The Astrologer:

Hindus are literal star-gazers. The tradition is ·long-rooted. It is no wonder then
that in the preparation of one for a
scholarly vocation, Astrology will form
part of the study. This entailed Tantric
study and the intrigue and excitement of
the ramification of Sri Yantra in all its
variations; and a knowledge of the Zodiac
and the actual position of the sun, moon,
plants and various stars in relation to
earth at different times of the year. This
had a bearing on every aspect of human
activity from conception to the grave.

I came to this conclusion rather by accident. The common sparrow was
represented in the usual line drawing4
There was a more detailed drawing in
larger scale of its brain. An obviously
mentally ill patient, whose malady in later
years and with a working medical
knowledge I was to diagnose in retrospect
as puerperal psychosis, was brought to
our home. She was given sanctuary in a
special room interlinking our home and
the temple. She stayed here for several
days when many incantations and havans
were performed. In addition, my grandfather instructed the patient's family to
obtain the brain of a sparrow. This he
reduced to a black tarry paste with other
herbal constituents. The whole was referred to as 'Lagium' in the same way as one
would use such terms as pastes, mixtures
· and pills in scientific medicine. This
lagium would be blessed and given to the
patient to be eaten a pea-size at a time two
or three times a day. After the stipulated
nine days the woman made remarkable
recovery and went home. On another occasion a young person was brought in
piggy back. He was subjected to prayer
and Ayurvedic medicine both internally
and topically. He walked away fit.

Thus when a child was born its
"Jathagum" would be commissioned. As
the Dravidian Calendar runs to 60 years,
the jathagum would be written up for 60
years of the newborn child's life. This
would often take a fortnight of daily
eight~hour hand-writing by a good scribe
versed in Tamil. The fee levied was ten
pounds. Gandum (evil times) in the
child's life would be highlighted and advice given on how to deal with same.
Some notation would be made on likely
names that might be given the child; the
strong points in his horoscope would be
stated and good advice given on character
development, career choice and vocational direction would be stated briefly.

This is alternate medicine at its best.
Modern scientific medicine has discovered
the value of nuturing the psychic and
spiritual aspects as part of the therapeutic
mechanism only in recent times. In fact

Auspicious times and days had to be
determined for weddings, havans, home
moving, building operations of all
description and even travel. Public
buildings such as temples, schools and
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ashrams were particularly significant.
More than one astrological sage would be
consulted for consensus before embarking
upon this venture.

Second River .Temple; the Gengamen
Temple in Paddock; the Narainsamy
Temple in , Sea Cow Lake; Sri
Emperuman/Kamachi-ammen Temple in
Newlands; the Navakaraga and Sivan
Kovil Temple in Wentworth; the
Draupadiammen Temple (Narain Singh)
Bayhead were some of the temples he is
believed to have been consulted for Tantric advice and direction.

Mr grandfather had a hand in the planning of many such Temples. His first commission was for a Temple in Glendale.
This Temple is now believed to be incorporated into the modern Ramraj Temple
there; the Stree Siva Soobramanior Temple in Sirdar Road, The Cato Manor -

NEELAN GOVENDER

ABOUT PAATTIE
by HER GRANDSON
shasras with little concern for financial
gain. He farmed but the taking of the
fresh produce to the market for selling or
arranging for same was left to my grandmother and her children.

My maternal grandmother, Ammakanoo,
died in December 1928, aged 54''Years. My
aunt Ethraj recalls her mother's final injunction to her father, on her death-bed,
something to the effect: "for fifty-one
years I have endured, worshipped and
cared for you, but you treat lightly my
belief that I shall hot recover from this
sick bed; when my cares wiUbe long over,
you will still live on" (a translation from
the Tamil).

He tutored his children in the ways of his
people and offered them an English
education over and above the Tamil.
When all was lost in the 1917 Umgeni
Floods my grandmother, resourceful as
ever, moved into the city, rented space
from Popatlal Kara in Somsteu Road and
ran a tearoom until the premises were expropriated to make place for a boom gate.
She was given two stalls (No 367) in the
Victoria Street or "Top Market" which
remained in the family until the destruction of the Market under suspicious circumstances.

This suggests they had known each other
from childhood. Thus it is not difficult to
understand that she was in the family of
"Seema Kari" Andiappa Nayager who
was married to my grandfather's eldest
and only sister. She hailed from the
district of "Ponvalantha" Velloor, and
married my grandfather by family arrangement, when she was only sixteen.
She was literate in Tamil.

My grandmother was to bear eleven
children for my grandfather. Only six
survived to adulthood. She lost five in
early childhood and even blamed their
loss to my grandfather's dealings in mantras and mysticism, which he sometimes
dismissed in less than gentle terms.

After their marriage my grandfather was
asked to return with his bride to Kunnrathoor to his parents home. Having left
home once under unhappy circumstances
he was adamant not to return to be subjugated once more by his ·elder brother
Seshadri. He sought a way out by
emigrating to South Africa with his newly
wed young wife and a ··fev, precious
belongings. These were mainly his books;
and she was blessed by her aunt and my
grandtathels sister and given .two sacred
gifts which she cherished all her life. The
one was a large, beautifully crafted
vilakku of the goddess Lutchmee and the
other was a gift to travellers, '"a Vazi pottu pulliar" a hand.some ·black stone
Vinayagar "selai".

The original site of the I st Gengamen
Temple which was washed away in 1905
floods, being revisited by Mr Dennis
Naicker and Nee/an Govender. The site
lies to the North of the Umkumbaan Rd.

-~:~~;,·.::,::,::~:::;~~:.~:~t;:;~;·;:,.
The Tamarind Tree still survives along the
now disused remains of the Old Ridge Rd.
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She accepted his concubines with
equanimity at best or indifference at
worst. Early in her city-life she had come
to terms with her lot, accepted his long
stay on the land tending to his medicinal
plants, shrubs, trees and bushes in
Newlands making city visits to supply the
Homeopath Aboo Baker with medicinal

preparations.
Ailing and frail in the rmal six months of

her life, she moved house to Fynnlands to

be nursed by Veerapanjalai, my mother.
In Natal. my grandmotller was the
,Graodmother died amongst the ,Fishermainstay of the, family. ·My :grandtather · 'folk of Fynnlands and my grandfather~ by
was more, conc:erned with .his scholarly _remorse, ·now assumed a more settled. and
punuits; bis· dllcoorses on mantras ed · ,• domicfflary life· amongst the ·fishermen
17

HIS
FOOTPRINTS
C. KUPPUSAMI
From the year 1860 up to 1913 there was a
succession of Indian immigrants arriving
in Natal to serve as indentured labourers
mainly to cultivate sugar. They brought
with them not only their infinite capacity
to perform manual skills but also their
rich cultural heritage. They carried out
their duties obediently and during the
greater part of their free time exercised
their cultural pursuits. In every estate or
Kotrie there were bound to be one or
more individuals, literate in the vernacular. And they would take it upon
themselves the duty of nurturing and propagating their culture. Venkatapathy
Nayagar was an indentured immigrant.
An account of this personafity is
fascinating both for its intrinsic merit and
as a record of historical value.

C. Kuppasami

the couple came to live in Madras . .Jt was
here that Venkatapathy decided to go to
Natal under the indenture system. The SS
Pongola brought them to Durban on 24
October 1890. Immediately Venkatapathy
was assigned to the Natal Central Sugar
Co (Edgecombe Sugar Estates). Not long
after, he was given the task of supervising
the laying of railway lines, particularly
checking of bolts holding the connecting
plates.

Courtesy Local History Museum

A TYPICALEXTENDEDFAMILY
and peasant farmers of Fynnlands, Kings
Rest, Wentworth and Clairwood. She lies
buried in the family lot at the Clairwood
Hindu Cemetery.
My G~andmother was a simple, strong
dutiful Hindu wife whose resourcefulness
enabled her to raise a large family of
children and other appendages of an extended family system.
In the fashion of the times, male
chauvinism comes through as hitherto not
a single word has been written or said
about her, nor was she ever photographed. She is but a fast fading memory in the
minds of family elders. Her demise
predates my own arrival on earth by more
than a year.
NEELAN GOVENDER

THEOLD
UMBILO TEMPLE
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Venkatapathy was born in the year 1863
in Kundrathur village near Thiru Kazhukundram, south of Madras (Kundrathur
is an interesting village for here was born
in the twelfth century Sekhizhar, the
celebrated poet-saint and author of Peria
Puranam). Venkatapathy was the fourth
son of Srinivasa Nayagar, a rich
landowner (Zamindar) and a staunch
Vaishnavite by faith. Like his brothers he
received a good education in Tamil and
Sanskrit. According to a custom among
the Nayagar group, the fourth male offspring was considered to be endowed with
capacity for acquiring a practical
knowledge of herbal medicine. Accordingly Venkatapathy .received from elders
the desired kind of training 'in their art.

In 1896 having completed his five-year indenture Venkatapathy was a "free" man
(though not as free as his "passenger Indian,, counterpart). He was one of the
very few ex-indentured immigrants to be
given a piece of crown .land in lieu of a
return passage to India. On this land in
Glendale in the North Coast of Natal, he
started growing vegetables. After a few
years he sold the land and came to live in
Cato Manor for the sake of schooling for
his children. Here too he began to grow
vegetables. Later he went to live near the
Railway Barracks in Greyville, Durban.
In 1929 he moved to Fynnlancis and trom
thence to Wentworth where there was a
large Tamil community.

At some stage in his youth Venkatapathy
left the family home to live with his
. maternal uncle, Andiappa Nayagar who
lovingly called him - Raja - an appropriate appellation for a young man
with a growing regal appearance. At the
home of his uncle he married
Ammakannu. Soon after their marriage

In Mt Edgecombe where Venkatapathy
first lived he found time to teach Tamil
and to take a lively interest in the affairs
of local Hindu temple. Later at Cato
Manor he started an open air Tamil class
under a Tamarind tree, still to be seen
adorning an old temple dedicated to
Goddess Marrieamman.
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